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Rome, 1st February 2018 
 
 
Dear Masters/Ch. Eng and all Crewmembers  
With the 2018 just started, wishing you all a year full of happiness and prosperity, We would like to ex-
press our sincere thanks to each one of you - on board and ashore - for your constant commitment, day-to
-day efforts and loyalty towards the mpany  
The 2017 has been another difficult year on the global however, in spite adverse trends and 
general economic slowdown which we have been facing for some time  now, d' Amico  Group has  con-
firmed to be one of the  leaders of the  shipping industry and maintained  the position of a strong and 
reliable  business partner. This reconfirmation of the Company statu was undoubtedly possible thanks to 
our whom we consider real assets and who ensure the highest standards of professional reliability, 
and the attention given to the fleet and its unconditional compliance with all administrative regulations  
and requirements  of our partners.  The  system of internal procedures developed over the past years al-
lows us to regularly check and monitor the situation on board and react immediately if necessary, while 
close cooperation between ship and shore staff undoubtedly contributes to prompt and timely implementa-
tion of adequate corrective actions and problem solving. 
Safety  aspects  of  operations  carried  out  on  board  d' Amico  vessels,  unconditional 
compliance with  requirements  as  well  as protection  of  the  environment  have been always seen by 
the management of the Company as key elements and actual added value for our business.   
Environmental concerns are not subject to any compromise and we do pursue a policy  of zero incidents, 
with particular  emphasis on prevention of human injuries and  spills to the sea. 
Commercial aspect of our activity, although certainly of   has never been 
given a priority over safety or security and we are determined to sustain this policy under no condi-
tion. In  fact  in  the  coming  2018  we  will  endeavor to continue  the  trend  of  improvement initiated  
in the past  with  the  scope  to get shipping  industry always  safer  and safer  and with  the impact  on 
the environment  minimized   as much  as possible. With  our modem fleet currently in   service   and   the 
robust program of  newbuildings    designed    and constructed   in  full  compliance   with  the  most  strin-
gent  rules  and  regulations   d' Amico Group  will  be able to combine  business efficiency  with  great  
respect  to the  ecological systems  that surround  us. Nonetheless,   even the most  sophisticated  tech-
nologies   will not be enough  if not used in a proper  and responsible  way, hence let me please  reiter-
ate  here that the Company  strongly  encourages  you all  on board  and ashore -  to ensure  that all 
operations  are carried  out only within  integrity,  design  and environmental   limits  of our ships  and 
dedicated  systems,  under  safe and fully  controlled  conditions,   following  safe work procedures  and 
in compliance  with rules and regulations. 
In  order  to  accommodate    the  needs   and  possibly facilitate   the  process   of  decision- making,  the  
Company   has  decided  to  formalize   the  procedure giving  each  of  you  the Authority   on our behalf)  
to STOP  any work or activity  that either does not comply  with the regulations   and company  proce-
dures   or is considered  unsafe  or in any way harmful to  the  environment.    
The  interruption   will  be  signaled   by  showing   the  attached   card, which  will  be  provided   to  each  
of  you,  and  be  assured,  being  the  card  considered   an important  means  to improve  safety  and en-
vironmental   awareness  of our staff, there  will be no repercussions   of any kind to you for using it. 
We  do  trust  this  new  authority   given  to  all  personnel   will  be a useful instrument to 
contribute to further improvement in terms of safety and environment protection and 
add value to the  culture of safety,  social responsibility  and professional  excellence d' Amico Group 
strongly encourages and is committed to. 
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Technical Department: 

USCG: Water Ballast Treatment System—Round table 26th Sept 2017. 
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Introduction: 
The Liberian Registry recently co-hosted a round-table discussion with the U.S. Coast Guard(USCG) and 
twelve shipping companies to debate topical issues relating to ballast water.  
USCG Captain Scott Kelly gave a thorough overview of the U.S. ballast water regulations, and explained how 
the U.S. regulations and type approval ratings differ from those prescribed by the IMO, and how there are 
no plans to change this. 
He encouraged Owners to have the ships operate the BWTS for all ports, not only in the USA, so that the 
crew get experience operating and maintaining the system, and maintain it on a regular basis.  
He clarified that the USCG is in “enforcement mode” against the others PSC which are in “Building experi-
ence mode”. 
That the BWTS violation will cause the vessel to be targeted in future calls to the USA, and perhaps also other 
ships with the same technical management. 
Finally he outlined the various systems and the complex challenges facing owners and operators, and the 
options available to achieve compliance with the U.S. and international regulations. More systems and more 
USCG guidance are undoubtedly on the way. 

Attendees: 

Ballast Water Treatment Round Table 
 

Name Company Position 

Capt. Scott Kelly U.S. Coast Guard Captain, U.S. Coast Guard 

Debbie Duckworth U.S. Coast Guard Environmental Protection Spe-
cialist 

Tom Murray Chembulk Tankers Chief Technical Officer 

Cesare d'Api 
d'Amico Società di navigazione 
Spa 

Technical Manager 

Domenico Savio Taiano 
d'Amico Società di navigazione 
Spa 

HSQE Director 

Joseph Gross d'Amico Shipping Dry Operations Manager 

Jeremy Daoust Fednav Manager, Owned Fleet 

Steve Huvane Heidmar Marine Consultant 

Ed Waryas KNOT Offshore Partners LP Director 

Jorunn Selgen Knutsen OAS  

Scott Bergeron Liberian Registry Chief Executive Officer 

Alfonso Castillero Liberian Registry Chief Commerical Officer 

Cedric D’Souza Liberian Registry Vice President, Technical 

Bill Daniels Mitsui O.S.K. Bulk Shipping 
(USA) LLC 

Senior Consultant 

Phil Curran Norient Product Pool Operations 

David Stanley Northern Marine Management Executive Vice President 

Niklas Richter Oldendorff Project Manager - Fleet 

Paul Mohn Oldendorff Senior Port Operations Manager 

Sam Sirrico Phoenix Bulk Carriers (US) LLC Manager, Operations 

David Burke Ridgebury Tankers VP Engineering 

Jeanne Grasso Blank Rome Vice Chair, Maritime and Int'l 
Trade 
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Question 1:  
Is the Master authorized while in port, during loading operation at terminal to by-
pass the water ballast treatment system, notifying immediately the COTP in case of 
unexpected unavailability of BWTS? Does the master need to wait in any case the 
direction of COTP and stop the loading operation? 
USGC answer:  
The Master of the vsl must stop immediately the loading operations, notify the breakdown to the COPT 
along with relevant contingency plan  and he must await the direction of  COPT. No any other options.  
USGC  does agree that the exchange of ballast water using the WBTS out of 200 
Nm of US waters could be a good practice which may help a favorable position of 
COPT to allow the discharge of untreated water in case of breakdown in port.  
 
Question 2: 
During the treatment of intaken ballast, the plant shows values of UV intensity 
out  the designed range however without reaching the shutdown value.  
Can the vsl discharge the ballast intaken after notification to the COTP?.  
In case the malfunctioning is identified outside 200Nm, can the USCG accept as 
contingency the swap to BWE standard? 
USGC answer:  
This is a case of system which is not operated properly in accordance the manu-
facturer’s spec. Basically the system works but out of admissible range.  
This case requires  promplty reporting to the COPT along with contingency plan 
awaiting their direction. Exchanging the water 200 NM from US using the WBTS 
could be a possible  action of contingency plan. 
 
Question 3:  
Ballast water analysis shows values not in line with limits set by USCG/EPA. Company  is following the cor-
rective action plan. Can the vessel continue use the Water ballast treatment system in the USA.  
Which actions USCG /EPA will take after notifications? 
USGC answer:  
USCG needs time to give a proper answer. As preliminary reply, he asked for notification of result with con-
tingency plan and action taken to understand the reason.  
The Coast Guard expects the AMS will be properly maintained and operated in accordance with manufac-
turer's instructions. The Coast Guard cannot answer for the EPA, what the EPA may or may not do, or re-
quirements found in the VGP.   
 
Question 4: 
Is the BWM report to NBIC in case of equipment failure the only reporting requirement to be satisfied? 
USCG answer:  
Owners/operators are advised the BWM report to NBIC does not substitute for notification to the COTP in 
the event a BWMS stops operating properly, or the vessel’s BWM method is unexpectedly unavailable.  
Failure must be notified always to the COPT. 

The questions posed by Mr Cesare d’Api to Capt. Kelly are split in three maing groups: 
 Wbts unespected unavailability; 
 AMS; 
 Conventions overlapping. 

WBTS Unexpected Breakdown or malfunctioning: 
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Question 1:  
AMS contracted before the compliance date of the vsl, prior to  availability of type approved system by 
USGC and fully operative at vessel delivery ( LR1 case) 
- Do we need apply for an extension of  compliance date? 
- Can the Owner proceed with the installations? 
USGC answer:   
No need to ask for a deviation.  
The Owner of the vsl is authorized to install the contracted plant.  
However to mitigate the risk of detention must be available on board  the 
contract  showing the contracted date of plant  and the marine safety bulletin 
issued by USCG about the case:   
OES MISB 14-16 of december 2016. 
 
Questions 2: 
Vsl equipped with AMS system not approved for fresh water (PSU < 1) according the 
AMS acceptance letter. 
[a] Vsl will ballast water in a port located in a river of US and due to the backload-
ing operation to be performed in the same port she  has to discharge the water tak-
en. Does the vsl need to go out 12 NM from US coast to exchange  and treat the wa-
ter (discharge the water taken  in the river  and ballasting with sea water by WBTS)? 
[b] Vsl will ballast water in a port located in a river of US and due to the loading 
operation  in an other port of the same district she  has to discharge the water taken.  
Does the vsl need to go out 12 NM from US coast to exchange the water (discharge the water taken  in 
the river  and ballasting with sea water by WBTS)? 
[c]  Vsl will ballast water in a port located in a river of US and due to the loading operation  in an other 
port of different district she  has to discharge the water taken.  
Does the vsl need to go out 12 NM from US coast to exchange the water (discharge the water taken  in 
the river  and ballasting with sea water by WBTS)? 
USGC answer: 
In all of three cases deballasting is not allowed.  
The master/operator has following options: 
Test and record the salinity of the intaken water.  
If above 1, the  master is allowed to use the system to treat the water; 
Ask the maker to provide result of test if available in fresh water mode informing well in advance the 
COPT with test result, If options 1 or 2 are not workable, the master must inform promplty the COTP 
awaiting their direction. The COTP could require vsl to go out 12 nautical miles and exchange water.   
Flag dispensation/authorization is deemed necessary to do such operation since in violation of Imo con-
vention. 
 
Question 3: 
Is the owner authorized to use an AMS system for more than 5 Y in the assumption of installation prior 
the compliance date. (case of :Freedom, Gaeta, New York, Discovery) 
USGC answer: 
If the vsl is an existing ship ( keel laid before december 2013) the compliance date is at the first sched-
uled drydock after 1 january 2016.  
Hence if the system has been installed 3 years prior the compliance date, The owner can use it for 8 
years (3Y + 5Y fm the compliance date). 

AMS: 
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Question 1: 
Vessel needs heavy ballast in cargo/hold tanks (air draft/freeboard adjustment).  
Should heavy ballast be threated using the water ballast treatment? How to deal in case of any overlapping 
between Annex I/Water ballast management? Which regulations prevails?  
Need to be comply with both of them?  
MEPC70 does consider Ballast water in cargo holds like ballast water and need to be treated, instead bal-
last water in cargo tanks need only be treated by ODME: what is the position of USCG?  
USGC answer:  
Answer 1 - The United States is not signatory to the International Ballast Water Management Convention.   
Vessels that plan to discharge ballast water into the waters of the United States must comply with the USCG 
regulation in Subparts C and D of Part 151 of Title 33 of the Code of Federal Regulations. (33 CFR 151 Sub-
parts C and D). 
33 CFR 151.1504 defines ballast tank as:  
"Ballast tank means any tank or hold on a vessel used for carrying ballast 
water, whether or not the tank or hold was designed for that purpose." 
33 CFR 151.1504 defines ballast water as:  
"Ballast water means any water and suspended matter taken on board a 
vessel to control or maintain, trim, draught, stability, or stresses of the ves-
sel, regardless of how it is carried." 
Therefore, ballast water in any tank must be managed in accordance with 33 CFR 151 Subparts C and D prior 
to discharge in waters of the U.S. 
LIBERIAN Answer:  
Considering BW in cargo tanks is taken under exceptional circumstances (see reg. 18.3 od MARPOL Annex I 
and interpretation 32). In this case, this BW shall be discharged under reg. 34 using ODME when the ship is 
enroute and recorded in ORB II.  
Therefore, if this ballast is discharged outside 12 Nm from US baseline, this is acceptable. 
Question 2:  
Aft peak tank is used to collect grey water and the arrangement is approved by Class on behalf of administra-
tion. Being the aft peak tank actually a ballast tank, do we need to report the content of Aft peak tank in the 
Ballast Record book? Should this tank be removed from the water ballast management plan? 
USGC answer:  
If the aft peak tank is used exclusively for grey water, and not ballast water, it should be designated as such 
on applicable ship's plans and removed from the ballast water management (BWM) plan.  
If the tank is so designated, it would not need to reported as ballast water.   
As a grey water tank, other USCG regulations (e.g., 33 CFR Part 159), local regulations, and the U.S. EPA Ves-
sel General Permit regarding discharge of grey water must be followed. However, the question implies that 
there may be times when the aft peak tank is not being used for grey water and might be used for BW.  
When used for BW, any BW discharges from this tank into waters of the U.S. must be managed and reported 
in accordance with U.S. BW regulations. When transitioning from BW use to grey water use, the tanks must 
be fully cleaned of all BW and residues and logged in accordance with the BWM plan before taking on and 
discharging grey water into waters of the U.S. 
LIBERIAN answer:  
Agree with USCG that when transitioning from BW to grey water, the tank must be cleaned of all BW and 
residue. If not done, then BW will be mixed with grey water and when discharging to sea, potential to dis-
charge unmanaged BW exists. 
 Regarding entry in BW record book, when aft. Pk. Tank is used to store grey water.  
 

Conventions overlapping: 
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This need not be recorded as grey water is not considered as ballast, if it is not used for stability, draft, trim, 
stresses. However, an entry in E/R log book should be made.  
BWM plan has to include any procedures regarding storing grey water in A.Pk. Tank; procedure for thorough-
ly removing all ballast from A.Pk. Tank, before filling with grey water.  
Also  the BWM Plan shall have procedure for reverting back to using A.Pk. tank for ballasting after discharging 
the grey water. 
Question 3:   
Can  a fresh water collected in Aft peak tank and generated by clean drains in ER fil-
tered by 15ppm, be discharged overboard without using BWTS? 
USGC answer:  
Fresh water collected in the Aft peak tank does not need to be managed as BW if it 
was not collected to be used as BW AND if the tank was cleaned as described above before being used to col-
lect fresh water.   

LIBERIAN answer:  

Agree with USCG, that provided the A.Pk. Tk was cleaned of previous ballast and the fresh water is not col-
lected in the tank to be used as BW and is not discharged to sea to control trim, draft or stress. 
 

At the end of the meeting the Liberian administration posed following questions to Mr Cesare D’Api: 
 
Question 1: As a conscientious ship Owner, what are your greatest concerns AFTER ballast water system 
installation?   
Answer 1: Basically we have two concerns. The first one is related to the "building experience phase" which 
involved all parties ( makers, shipowner, port state control and flag administration) and which penalizes who 
as d’Amico decide to install  the plant well in advance to the ratification of water ballast management con-
vention and start to use the system well in advance. 
The second one is related to the fact that no any port in the world is able to offer as contingency measures, in 
case of ballast water treatment plant failure, the possibility to discharge ashore the non compliant water.  
All efforts to be in compliance with conventions are on top of the owners. 
 
Question 2: How do the regulations impact your operations? 
Answer 2: Basically the main impact is on the disruption of cargo operation plan and/or sailing planning in 
case of plant failure or plant non approved to operate in fresh water mode or muddy water. 
 
Question 3: How will you ultimately pay for BWMS installation, given the continuing global economic 
downturn and the low level of freight rates, etc.? 
Answer 3: Presently the market does not recognize any premium fee or cost sharing for vsl already in com-
pliance with D2 standard or us federal code.  
Most probably, the fact that time being both method D1 and D2 can be used up to the first iopp renewal sur-
vey penalizes the young tonnage equipped with wbts: initial investment  + maintenance + fuel consumption+ 
non compliance cost ( failure of plant) all are on top of the owner. 
 
Question 4: What do you think the outcome is following the roundtable discussion with USCG on Septem-
ber 26th? 
Answer 4: It was a very proactive session, who clarified definitively the usgc position on the topic and the 
best practice/ procedures to be adopted in order to deal with non compliant water in Us in terms of re-
porting requirement, recordkeeping  requirement, contingency measures and best practice to be adopted.  
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Operation Department. 

The Demurrage Tankers desk:  

From: Miss Janelle Cooper &  
Mr Rosario Pugliese. 

We are based in the Dublin office and are a team of two people, myself (Janelle Cooper) and Rosario 
Pugliese. Our main responsibility is to send out demurrage claims in a timely manner to the Charterers and 
recover the money that we are owed. So what exactly is demurrage? Basically our vessels are allowed a cer-
tain time in port to load and discharge their cargo. This allowed time known as the “laytime” is usually 84 or 
72 hours in total for loading and discharging. When we exceed our allowed laytime in port (which is the case 
for nearly all of our voyages), then the vessel goes “on demurrage”.  
We charge the Charterers demurrage per day pro rata as per the terms in the fixture note (recap).  
Our demurrage claims are presented in two parts (i) the invoice and calculations that we create using IMOS 
and (ii) the supporting documentation from each port. Such documentation is provided by the Masters and 
uploaded to IMOS by the Operators for the demurrage desk to access.  
Attention to detail when submitting our claims is extremely important as some Charterers have difficult 
clauses in their Chartering terms which state that unless the correct documentation is provided with our 
claim, we run the risk of being penalised and having our claim significantly reduced, or in extreme cases fully 
time barred. Here is where we appreciate the full co-operation from our Masters in order to assist us sub-
mitting correct documentation.  
For example:  
Clause 6.3.3 of BPVOY4 un-
less amended states that a 
claim will not be effective 
until the following oc-
curs:                             
In other words, the Master 
must issue a letter of pro-
test within 6 hours of tendering the 
NOR or our claim will be significantly 
penalised. 
Below is an example of the LOP that 
the Master submitted correctly in 
order to prevent our claim being pe-
nalised. 
Similarly with the new BPV5 clause 
10.5. If Free Pratique (“FP”) is re-
quired at the Port and FP has not 
been granted at the time of NOR the 
Master shall issue a LOP to the port 
authority and the facility at the port 
as to the lack of grant of FP, and in 
that case (subject to Clause 10.4) the 
NOR shall become effective for the 
purposes of calculating laytime or 
demurrage on whichever is the earli-
er of the issue of LOP or grant of FP. 
However, any delay in grant of FP 
through the fault of Owners, Agents 
or those on board the Vessel shall 
not count as laytime or demurrage.  

6.3.3 free pratique has been granted or is granted within six (6) hours of the 
Master tendering NOR.  If free pratique is not granted within six (6) hours of 
the Master tendering NOR, through no fault of Owners, Agents, or those on 
board the Vessel, the Master shall issue a protest in writing ("LOP") to the port 
authority and the facility at the port ("Terminal") failing which laytime or, if the 
Vessel is on demurrage, demurrage shall only commence when free pratique 
has been granted; 
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Without prejudice to the validity of such NOR, the Master shall in all cases re-tender NOR immediately upon 
any grant of FP, failing which all time from the grant of FP until the sooner of a) such re-tender; b) com-
mencement of loading or discharge, as applicable, shall not count as laytime or demurrage. 
Below is an example of 
how we could lose out on 
demurrage if a Master 
does not re-tender the 
NOR after the granting of 
Free Pratique at dis-
charge port Chi-
ba.  ( 50.000 USD less ) if  
NOR  is NOT retendered. 
Original calculation took 
in consideration all the 
time to count for demur-
rage as per below: the 
time used for demurrage 
calculation is clearly high-
lighted in Yellow. 
Signature Requirements:  
Standard signatures on 
any documentation sub-
mitted to Charterers con-
sist of Masters signatures 
and Agents signatures on 
every page.  
This suffices for most 
Charterers - but not all of 
them.  
For example Petrobras 
Amendments to  Shellvoy 
6 Clause 46 states unless 
amended that unless the 
Master issues an LOP pro-
testing that the terminal 
did not sign the docu-
ments then Owners shall 
be deemed to have 
waived any rights to 
claim.  
In other words our entire 
claim has the potential to 
be rejected in full owing 
to the simple omission of an LOP from the Master.  
Below is an example of where the Master correctly submitted a Letter of Protest protesting that the termi-
nal did not sign the vessel statement of facts. 
If Master had not provided the below then our claim would have been rejected.  
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Recommendation to Masters in order to ensure correct documentation.  
Operators will send recap and 
voyage orders to Masters, these 
must always be read carefully as it 
is here Masters will find any docu-
mentation requirements or Free 
Pratique requirements that must 
be strictly adhered to.  
Should the Masters have any 
doubts, a full list of Charterers 
strict signatory requirements 
along with any Free Pratique re-
quirements can be obtained from 
the Demurrage Tankers desk via 
operation department, 
ops.tank@damicoship.com.  
Templates of LOPs for both Pra-
tique issues and signature re-
quirements are also readily availa-
ble.  
We are always happy to answer 
any queries that Masters may 
have.  
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Fleet Performance Monitoring. 

EU MRV vs. IMO fuel consumption data collection system: 

In June 2013, the European Commission (EC) proposed a strategy for progressively integrating maritime 
emissions into the EU’s policy for reducing its domestic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  
After a two-year legislative process involving all EU institutions, this strategy was adopted by the European 
Parliament in April 2015. The Regulation 2015/757 (‘Shipping MRV Regulation’) came into force on 1 July 
2015. Similarly, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) also has a roadmap through to 2023 fo-
cused on developing a comprehensive strategy for the reduction of GHG emissions from ships.  
In April 2015, The Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO agreed mandatory re-
quirements for ships to record and report data on their fuel consumption. At the 70th meeting in October 
2016, it was decided to adopt those requirements as modifications to MARPOL Annex VI. 
Both the EU and the IMO have clear ambitions to reduce GHG emissions from ships, and have mandated 
processes to achieve their goals. Although there are some similarities between the two systems, the more 
recently outlined IMO approach to monitoring, reporting and verifying carbon emissions (CO2) has some 
significant differences to the EU MRV legislation. 
EU MRV: 
According to the EU MRV regulation, shipping companies with vessels exceeding 5,000 gross tonnage (GT) 
operating in the EU have until August 2017 to prepare monitoring plans that describe the procedures they 
will use to monitor and report their carbon emissions and transport work.  
MRV regulation will see the EU collect and make publicly available data for over 12,000 vessels calling at 
EU ports on or after 1st January 2018 to load or unload cargo, or embark or disembark passengers for 
commercial purposes. Regardless of Flag or nationality, every vessel must monitor and record its fuel con-
sumption and CO2emissions.  
The associated transport work must also be recorded, which is the commercial cargo transported, multi-
plied by the distance sailed. Ballast voyages must also be considered in the same way as laden voyages. 
Only certain vessels, such as warships, naval auxiliaries, and a number of very specialized ships are exempt.  

The monitoring plan – scope and milestones: 
For every vessel that anticipates making a commercial call in an EU port in 2018, a monitoring plan (MP) 
must be developed.  
The content of this MP is specified in article 6 of the EU MRV Regulation and 
must include: 
 Identification of ship and shipping company / ship owner; 
 Identification of emissions sources; 
 Description of procedures for monitoring voyages, fuel consumption, 

and activity data; 
 Methodology for data gaps; 
 Procedures for quality control; 
 Identification of responsibilities and ICT systems used. 

From: Mrs Ivana Melillo & Mr Matteo Barsotti 
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In particular, the MP must 
specify which of the four al-
lowable emissions monitoring 
methodologies (Bunker Fuel 
Delivery Note (BDN) and peri-
odic stock-takes of fuel tanks, 
bunker fuel tank monitoring 
on board, flow meters for ap-
plicable combustion process-
es, or direct emissions meas-
urements) the shipping company intends to use, as well as how transport work will be calculated.  
It must be submitted to the verification body by 31st August 2017 and successfully assessed by 
31st December 2017, before the start of the first monitoring period. The emissions and transport work data 
for 2018 must then be consolidated in an annual report, which must be verified by an independent accredit-
ed verifier by 30th April 2019. Once this is done, the report must be submitted to the European Commission 
and the Flag State, and the vessel should carry onboard the document of compliance from June 2019. 
IMO fuel consumption data collection system: 
The IMO has adopted a global approach – a mandatory fuel consumption data collection system for interna-
tional shipping, requiring ships of 5,000 GT and above to start collecting and reporting data to an IMO data-
base from 2019. Adopted as an amendment to chapter 4 of MARPOL Annex VI, a new Regulation (22A) has 
been added on the collection and reporting of ship fuel oil consumption data. In addition, new appendices 
have been developed outlining ‘Information to be submitted to the IMO, including ‘Ship Fuel oil Consump-
tion Database’ (Appendix IX), and ‘Form of Statement of Compliance – Fuel Oil Consumption Re-
porting’ (Appendix X). These amendments will enter into force on 1st March 2018 and the first reporting 
period will be for the 2019 calendar year. 
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Aggregated data must be reported to a ship’s flag state after the end of each calendar year, which will need 
to verify that the data has been reported in accordance with the Annex VI requirements before issuing a 
Statement of Compliance to the ship. Administrations will then submit aggregated data to the IMO Ship Fuel 
Oil Consumption Database for anonymized publication. The data to be submitted includes the fuel consump-
tion data (by fuel type and in metric tones), as well as distance travelled and time at sea, from berth to 
berth.  
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In addition, flag administrations, or other authorized organizations, will have to ensure that by 31 December 
2018, the ship’s Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) onboard has been updated to document 
the methodologies that will be used for collecting the required data and reporting that data to the flag ad-
ministration. Revisions to the SEEMP Guidelines have been adopted, which provide direction for developing 
the methodologies to be followed for collecting and reporting the data, as well as further clarifying the above 
mentioned data that needs to be collected.  
The mandatory data collection system is intended to be the start of a three-step process in which analysis of 
the data collected will provide the basis for an objective, transparent, and inclusive MEPC policy debate.  
This will then lead to a final agreement on targets and measures, including an implementation plan in 2023. 
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EU MRV and IMO fuel data systems compared 
The table below sets out the core components of the two systems alongside each other for ease of compari-
son. The key differences of note include: 
 The EU MRV regulation requires reporting of actual cargo carried onboard, fuel consumed, and 

CO2 emitted, whereas the IMO only requires reporting of fuel consumed 
 For EU MRV, calculations are made by the shipping companies and verified by an accredited verifier. 

For IMO, the calculations are verified by the administration, according to national procedures 
 The EU plans to make this information publicly available whereas, for IMO, the raw data will only be 

available to IMO and flag states who will then share aggregated anonymized data. 
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What next? 
Shipping emissions are predicted to increase 
between 50 and 250 per cent by 2050, de-
pending on future economic and energy devel-
opments. Particularly in the wake of the Paris 
Agreement, this rate of growth must be stalled 
if global targets of keeping global warming to 
below 2 degrees are to be achieved and the 
international shipping community recognizes 
that it must assume its “fair share” of efforts 
to curb GHG emissions. It is estimated that 
ships over 5,000 GT and above account for ap-
proximately 85% of CO2 emissions from inter-
national shipping, which is why both IMO and 
EU systems concern vessels of that size. 
The EU MRV system was designed to contribute to building an international system and calls for alignment 
continue to be voiced. At present, it is unclear if this will happen. However, what is clear is that – before 
launching any public consultation – the EC requires the guidelines from IMO to be published so that all the 
necessary information about the functioning of the IMO data collection system is available. As with any new 
complex process or regulation, this requires time, meaning the two systems will certainly run in parallel for 
at least the next few years. 
Although the industry is concerned about the ‘naming and shaming’ of companies and does not want two 
different systems, the European parliament believes that the IMO system is less transparent and not as accu-
rate as the European one. This means that as it stands, for those vessels calling at EU ports during 2019 and 
beyond, both regulations will have to be complied with.  
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There is an increasing demand for qualified, experienced shore-based personnel in the maritime industry.  
Shore based positions offer a wealth of new and challenging opportunities to utilize and enhance your 
knowledge, with more long-term career prospects. Your seagoing experience is a valued asset and opera-
tions, superintendence, fleet management, surveying, marine sales and education and are just a few of 
the areas you could transfer your seagoing knowledge to in a shore based career.  
This article, by no means, tries to undermine the fact that merchant navy is a great career option, which 
is both financially rewarding and professionally satisfying. Mariners are surely indebted to this great field 
for the amazing opportunities and experiences it has given to them. 
Ships may be the limbs of the maritime business, but the industry ashore is its pumping heart and life-
blood. In contrast to common belief, a maritime career does not just include working on a ship.  
The maritime field offers a wide spectrum of different jobs at sea and on shore, which are all part of the 
giant clockwork of the maritime industry as a whole.  There are several reasons seafarers quit a promising 
and well-rewarding life at sea.  Leaving an active sea career to a company shore based assignment might 
be a not  easy decision.  This article only attempts to address some of the main reasons about the chance 
to get a shore career development  for those seafarers that may be interested in at a certain point in 
their shipping careers. According to the 2013 Nautilus Institute Report on Maritime Career Paths, a large 
proportion of seafarers estimate they will spend between 10 and 15 years in sea service, anticipating a 
move to a shore side career after, but many find it difficult to make the transition.  
However, there are many seafarers, who do not wait so longer neither to become Masters nor Chief Engi-
neers, as they prefer to hang their sea boots earlier to secure a long lasting shore career for themselves. 
If you belong to those people who might be interested in moving to shore-side career you have to know 
that this can happen! You have worked at sea your entire career and are thinking about coming ashore, 
but you are not sure what to expect or even where to start. 

In the report, titled “Perception 
vs. Reality”,   (Faststream - the 
UK-based maritime industry 
recruitment firm) surveyed 
2,000 maritime industry profes-
sionals, including over 600 sea-
farers.  
While 85% of all seafarers will 
remain at sea for the majority 
of their working lives and never 
make the transition from sea to 
shore, the survey shows that 
seafarers are far more attracted 
by the professions to which 
they have had some contact in 
their day-to-day work.  
The 1,200 office based mari-
time professionals who an-

swered the survey, agreed that ex-seafarers generally make good workers, with only 5% saying that they 
struggle to adapt.  However, one third did note that ex-seafarers do need a good deal of initial support in 
the office.  

Human Resource Department. 

Shore-Based Opportunities for Seafarers: 

Ms Luciana  
Maccarrone 

What sort of career paths are available? Where do the best opportunities lie? Do ex-seafarers make 
good office workers? How much money will you make? These are just a few of a number of questions. 
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Seafarers should be interested to read that 92% of shore side 
workers think it is at least quite important to have ex-seafarers in 
the office, whilst 35% say it is vital.  
Vessels operators in fact rely on seafarers to bring their experience 
gained as a deck or engineering officer to the headquarters. 
Yet just over half of seafarers, whether western or Asian, think 
that it is difficult or very difficult to get a job ashore.  
To a certain extent, this can be correct. Not every seafarer is cut 
out for the challenges of a job ashore. For some in fact, the transi-
tion to shore life with the stresses and strains of commuting, taxa-
tion, office politics, family life and less obvious hierarchal struc-
tures can make life at sea too good to leave behind.  
For seafarers, in fact, used to a hierarchical working life, have al-
ways followed a very defined series of courses and exams to make 
their career progression up the chain of command, the idea of 
coming ashore, taking a step sideways and learning a completely 
new set of skills on the job, can seem extremely daunting and a 
huge leap into the unknown.  
But those who are perhaps less set in their ways, are able to ex-
plain complicated technical issues to a non-technical audience or 

are able to adapt to a completely new way of working, can find that their skills are very much in demand.  
ENGINEERING OFFICERS THINK IT IS EASIER TO GET A JOB ASHORE COMPARED TO DECK OFFICERS -  
THE REALITY IS THAT BOTH ARE EXTREMELY EMPLOYABLE. 
The survey run by Faststream showed that engineering officers think it is easier to get a job ashore than 
deck officers do (53% vs 39%). However, this does not reflect the reality.  
Both engineering and deck officers with the right attitude and aptitudes are extremely employable.  
The only difference is that the shore side career path for an engineering officer is more obvious.  
Deck officers need to understand the huge range of maritime related jobs. 
Personal qualities of successful seafarers: 
Seafarers are especially valued by shore employers for a number of reasons: 
 Knowledge of ships, shipping, systems and maritime processes. Able to converse with clients and oth-

er seafarers using the technical jargon and language of the sea. Generally, ex-seafarers are more com-
fortable discussing marine issues in the company of other ex-seafarers than with non-seafarers; 

 Maritime credibility. This is related to the above, but comes with experience at sea, which is why this 
factor is often sought by shore employers in maritime related businesses; 

 The ability as independent, self-reliant and resourceful workers. Seafarers are generally good at han-
dling uncertain situations as they develop, and are regarded as responsible employees who are com-
mitted to getting the job done; 

 Leadership potential. Officers are also regarded as potentially good and pragmatic leaders who are 
good at making decisions and creative at solving problems. 

These are qualities and values that the seafarer adopts at an early stage in their seafaring careers, making 
them present even in young junior officers. Former officers often present very similar CV’s in terms of quali-
fications and general sea experience. They will, therefore, often be selected by the employer on the basis of 
their personal attitude, and their “fit” with the organization.  
The general impression is that former officers make attractive employees in shore-based professions and 
will progress well. They will often start as technical specialist level with the prospective where possible to 
progress towards a management position. Sometime, however, the officers’ education, which tends to be 
strictly too technical, lacks of the fundamental for some management positions ashore.  

Key Findings: 
Whilst 69% of all the respondents 
would follow the same profession 
again if given a second chance, only 
half of deck officers would. 
92% of shoreside workers think it’s at 
least quite important to have ex-
seafarers in the office, whilst 35% say 
it’s vital. 
Engineering officers think that it is 
much easier to get a job ashore than 
deck officers do. 
The least attractive shoreside profes-
sions to seafarers are in the law, ship 
broking and insurance areas. 
37% of maritime professionals think 

that SE Asia offers the best career op-

portunities over the next 10 years. 
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There is a view in fact among some prospective shore-based employers that maritime education should 
focus more on general management issues, including commercial and business management.  
 
 

Reasons for coming ashore: 
Individuals will make career decisions based on a num-
ber of factors, which they experience during the course 
of their seagoing life.  
Many regard the life at sea as a passing phase of life an-
yway, but many have also been forced to leave the pro-
fession because of lack of employment opportunities. 
Among the most common factors are pressure from the 
family where it is expected that both parties will pursue 
a career, making the efforts of both necessary in relation 
to the child caring demands made by the young family.  
 

Ok, I’m interested, but how do I make it easier for myself to make the transition…? 

 

If at all possible, you should schedule some train-
ing courses during your spare time to widen your 
scope of career options. Whilst you raise on the 
ranks on board the knowledge you have may be 
sufficient for certain shore side roles, it may not 
necessarily provide you with an understanding of 
working in an office or commercial environment. 
You can give yourself the edge over other candi-
dates by investing in skills training and approved 
leadership or management courses geared to-
wards your preferred career path.  
Some of these skills could include re-familiarizing 
yourself with Excel, Word and PowerPoint. 

 

Living in a new country can be an exciting and en-
joyable opportunity. Immersing yourself long 
term into the culture of a new country will be a 
very different experience to brief port visits.  
If you have a partner to consider, it is important 
to discuss relocation with them – will they seek 
employment also? If not, are there activities or 
groups of interest to help them integrate into the 
local society? If you have children, you may want 
to investigate available schools/clubs etc.  
There is a completely new world waiting for you! 
Grab it! 

  

 

If it is being on the move that motivates you, cer-
tain shore side roles will still involve travel, but 
with greater flexibility. Business trips, shipyard 
visits and vessel inspections may all be part of 
your job description. Attendance at Conference 
and Seminars worldwide may be required, which 
will allow you to mingle with like-minded individu-
als who share your passion for the industry. 

 

You may enjoy rotations and the extended time 
you have off, but the chances are, on occasion, 
you have been absent from family engagements. 
While some shore-based positions may not exact-
ly follow the 9-6 rule, you can be certain of a 
more fixed timetable for your domestic and social 
life. Births, weddings and weekends spent with 
the family can be firmly placed on the calendar, 
and even during a working week, you will have 
your evenings to spend as you wish. A meal out, a 
cinema trip – all at the drop of a hat! 

 

It won’t be plain sailing. There will be a good deal of adjustment to be made, mentally as well as finan-
cially. An office environment and the mindset that comes with it will be a challenge if your best friend 
used to be a 2-stroke engine, but if you adequately prepare yourself, you can make the transition as 
smooth as possible, and embark on a new and rewarding career on shore. 
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A recent report published by Faststream following a survey to sen-
ior executives in the industry revealed that Singapore would hold 
the largest pool of industry talent over the next 5 years, which un-
derlines just how much the Lion City has grown as a maritime cen-
ter from an employers’ perspective. 
The shift towards a shore side career is often the result of an op-
portunity that has suddenly presented itself, by what can be de-
scribed as “fortuitous coincidence”.  This may be the case when the 
shipping company requests the officer to take employment in the 
shore side of the organization. It is very important, to this extend, 
the corporate culture, which helps to strengthen the bond between 
the officers on board and the shore side of the d’Amico Group, 
which is meant to reaffirm the feeling of belonging. This is believed 
to be the result of modern shipping practices, which appear to be 
more concerned with long-term commitments and good human 

resource management where career plan will be imple-
mented not only for the career on board, but with the 
aim to fill relevant shore-based positions from within the 
fleet wherever possible. Within the d’Amico group, in 
every dimension of the organization, we count several 
shore-based personnel who started and continued for a 
certain level on board the vessels and then coming 
ashore, raised their career on shore positions.  
In our Group, we believe of the great experience that 
former seafarer can bring to the company. As vessel’s 

operators, we need to keep the ships running safely, efficiently and profitably. To this perspective - at sea 
or ashore- we need to have a combination of the right training, the right technical knowledge and the right 
commercial aptitudes. As in any company, the skills required for different roles are very diverse. However, 
what sets the maritime industry apart from many other business sectors is its reliance on people who have 
been at sea and served at the sharp end of the industry to be involved with the business ashore. Marine, 
technical, purchasing, operations are only a few of the departments within the organization where experi-
ence of the former officers on board is valuable. Nevertheless, the involvement is not only by taking a per-
manent or to a full-time job ashore. There are different situations where the company periodically has 
been getting benefit of the seafarer’s experience and vice versa the seafarer add a more complete experi-
ence and vision of the sector. The ship-shore seminars organized by the company every year offer a great 
platform of interaction between the sailing and the shore staff. All of us being part of the same organiza-
tion serve a common goal of running safe, environmentally compliant and efficient ships that remain first 
choice of our customers. Finding the roles, which suit, is important, then gaining experience and training – 
these are all layers in the pursuit of moving ashore and using 
seagoing experience to best effect. 
The growth and development for shore and on-board person-
nel is one of the main objectives that the Group places, con-
stantly investing in initiatives that support the enhancement of 
people's experience and skills, consolidating their profile on 
professional issues and managerial capabilities, also creating 
the conditions for shore development plans for ship personnel. 
The opportunities are there, it is a matter of taking advantage 
of systems put in place by the company to obtain gainful em-
ployment and enjoy a prosperous career ashore.  
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Best Practice: 

On 28th March 2018, at 1115LT (0915 UTC) in position Lat. 42-52.6 N Long. 015-14.6 E ( Adriatic Sea ) we re-
ceived call on VHF Ch. 16 from Italian Coast Guard Helicopter asked vessel availability to carried out Ship-
Helicopter operation (winching operations) drill. 
At 0920UTC – Ship’s crew standby for carried out the operation, all the safety and rescue measures in place, 
risk assessment carried out. 
At 0923UTC – Italian rescue helicopter approached the vessel from port side midship area and with the par-
ticipation of the ship’s crew we carried out a rescue drill. 
At 0930UTC – Helicopter leave the vessel area. Rescue drill ended.  
At 0935UTC – Call received from helicopter and send many thanks for good cooperation during this drill. 

Helicopter drill carried out on March 28th, 2018 with Italian Coast Guard in Adriatic sea.  

Capt. Ciro CHIERCHIA  
M/V Cielo di Tocopilla. 
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Last January 05th the Crew Director visited M/v. Cielo di Valparaiso 
during her staying at Monfalcone (ITA).  
I’d like to thanks to Cap. Badea 
and to cap. Moisieiev for their 
warm hospitality, Cap. Mazzella 
said, after the visit paid on board.  
I found a very fair working envi-
ronment where every crewmem-
ber appear as duly committed to 
his task.  
Thanks also to C/Eng. Sanchez, for 
the round trip in Engine Room in a 
whole with the congratulation on 
its order and cleaning. 
Appreciate the quality and taste of food as well as the dedication 
of the CCK Felicia Martin Jr. in trying to satisfy everybody.  

Definitely I spent a day among professionals of the sea as excepted on board a d’Amico Vessel. 

Best Practice: 

Crew Director on board of Cielo Di Valparaiso at Monfalcone. 
C
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Best Practice: 

Free fall life boat and Rescue boat lowered in the water 12 Jan 2018 Gothenburg port. 

Capt. Mario Gosio 
M. T Cielo di New York. 
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M/v Cielo di Tocopilla / First transit in HRA with armed guards on board. 

Capt. Ciro CHIERCHIA  
M/V Cielo di Tocopilla. Best Practice: 
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Service with Pride: 

Year Name Rank Nationality 

20 BADAHEUKAGOTHI MOHAMMED PUMPMAN INDIA 

20 FERNANDES ANICETO EGIDIO EROL 3rd Engineer INDIA 

20 HANDIKAGOTHI IBRAHIM BOSUN INDIA 

20 HEYYOGOTHI HUSSAIN BOSUN INDIA 

20 KUMAR NISHITH 2nd Engineer INDIA 

20 IBRAHIM THARIVATHAGOTHI OILER INDIA 

15 D SOUZA FLAVIANO RAJNESH BOSUN INDIA 

15 D SILVA ANTHONY BRIAN PAUL CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

15 DAS JOYJIT CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

15 GUPTA RAJIV KUMAR Electrotechnical rating INDIA 

15 MAHENDRAN VIJAY MASTER INDIA 

15 SINGH MANISH 3rd Engineer INDIA 

10 JAIN MAYUR 2nd Engineer INDIA 

10 KOTTAMMULLA V PRASEETH 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 SHREY SHASHWAT 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 TOM JOSE 2ND MATE INDIA 

10 OJHA NEERAJ CHIEF MATE INDIA 

10 PATHANIA MADHAV SINGH CHIEF MATE INDIA 

10 BAIRAGI SUBIR MASTER BANGHLADES 

10 BIDHARUGE SAIFUDEEN KUDAGE ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

10 FEKLISTOV ANDRIY MASTER UCRAINA 

10 GOES OLWIN MESSMAN INDIA 

10 HOSSAIN MOHAMMAD EJAZ CHIEF MATE BANGHLADES 

10 IANNACCONE BRUNO CHIEF ENGINEER ITA 

10 KOHORATHUGE HAMEED ABDUL ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

10 POLOVINKIN EVGENY MASTER RUSSIA 

10 RAITI RAMA MURTHY PUMPMAN INDIA 

10 SANKPAL VIJAYKUMAR KONDIRAM 3rd Engineer INDIA 

10 JOHN JOSE ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

10 MUBARAK KAMBURUGE BOSUN INDIA 

5 LAVORATO MARCELLO 2ND MATE ITA 

5 RADDI FEDERICA 3RD MATE ITA 

5 PICCHIANTI NAZZARENO 2ND MATE ITA 

January — February — March 2018 
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Year Name Rank Nationality 

5 BALUTA GEORGE 2nd Engineer ROMANIA 

5 BARBOSA RICAMARA MAYOLO 3RD MATE FIL 

5 BARIYA KELVAN HARISH ORDINARY SEAMAN INDIA 

5 BHASKARAN SURESH KUMAR CH.CREW COOK INDIA 

5 BOADO BILIRAN JERSON ABLE SEAMAN FIL 

5 CABILAR DELANTAR NONITO 2nd Engineer FIL 

5 CALLEDO ANTIQUINA GODOFREDO 3RD MATE FIL 

5 CHAUHAN CHIRAG NAVINCHANDRA ORDINARY SEAMAN INDIA 

5 DAPULA DEL CAMPO TEODULO CH.CREW COOK FIL 

5 DASALLA GARCIA JAYSON ORDINARY SEAMAN FIL 

5 DHANAPAL ANURAJ CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

5 DIUNDI ANIMESH 3rd Engineer INDIA 

5 GARCELLANO LAPIAD PACIFICO JR. OILER FIL 

5 GENEROSO BEJER REX 4TH ENG. -12 M FIL 

5 GONZAGA AMAMATO ALVIN 2ND MATE FIL 

5 JHA SUNIT SAURABH 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 KASSIM SHAIK ZAMEER MESSMAN INDIA 

5 KHAN ZULFIQAR MASTER PAKISTAN 

5 KORUHAJIGE ATHIRIG MUNEER ORDINARY SEAMAN INDIA 

5 LACHICA CARRERA GEORGE ABLE SEAMAN FIL 

5 LIMPIADA ROSALES DARIO FITTER FIL 

5 LISONDRA ROSANO SOTERO JR OILER FIL 

5 MONGAYA GUIBAO GERARDO 3rd Engineer FIL 

5 MONTEJO REGINO JERSON BOSUN FIL 

5 MUDIAPPAN FERNANDO THANIS ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 MUJUMDAR SANDEEP CHIEF ENGINEER INDIA 

5 NORONHA PRADEEP WILSON FITTER INDIA 

5 PANCHAL ARUN MAHADEO FITTER INDIA 

5 PANDEY SANJEET KUMAR ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 PARAGAS DAMUASEN FLORANTE 3rd Engineer FIL 

5 POOTHAKUZHIYIL M. TIYAN JITTO 3RD MATE INDIA 

5 POSTRERO BARATAS NONETH ABLE SEAMAN FIL 

5 PRAKASH ABHILEKH ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 RADHAKRISHNA PANICKER RAMESH PUMPMAN INDIA 
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Year Name Rank Nationality 

5 ROSAL ESGRINA RAMIL OILER FIL 

5 SACCA' FABIO MASTER ITA 

5 SHARMA APURVA 4th Engineer INDIA 

5 SINGH AMAN KUMAR 3rd Engineer INDIA 

5 SONG SAB-LAON EDAMER ABLE SEAMAN FIL 

5 STUKALENKO DENYS CHIEF ENGINEER UCRAINA 

5 TANDEL ANESHKUMAR NARSINHBHAI OILER INDIA 

5 TANDEL DIVYESHKUMAR DHARAMSINH ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 TIRU EMIL ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 VASQUEZ ZOLETA BRYAN ORDINARY SEAMAN FIL 

5 VILLARICO DE OCAMPO VIRGILIO I 2ND MATE FIL 

5 VILSON ANISTON ORDINARY SEAMAN INDIA 

5 ALI DEVEHIFANDAGE ABLE SEAMAN INDIA 

5 ZAMORA ACERO RYAN PAUL 2ND MATE FIL 
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VESSEL DOC Holder Owner 

Cielo di Capri d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Gaeta d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Guangzhou d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Hanoi  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Milano d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di New York d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Ulsan  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Salerno  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Rotterdam d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Courage d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Freeedom d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Loyalty d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Performance d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Progress d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Seas d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Tide d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Trader d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Trust d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Valor d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Venture d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Voyager d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Wind d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Challenge d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo Bianco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Priority Ishima d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo d’Italia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Angra d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Monaco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Tampa d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Tocopilla d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Virgin Gorda d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Jari d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Roma d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Zuoz Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Capalbio Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Cartagena Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Vaiano Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Valparaiso Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Vitoria Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Agadir ACGI International  d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Casablanca ACGI International  d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Bangkok Ishima dSS 

Medi Lausanne Ishima dSS 

Medi Lisbon Ishima dSS 

Cielo di Dublino d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Cielo di San Francisco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Medi Baltimore d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Cagliari d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Hong Kong d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Valencia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Cielo di Rabat  ACGI International  d’Amico Dry Maroc Sarl 

VESSEL DOC Holder 
Alpine Maria Ishima 

Alpine Mary Ishima 

Alpine Hibiscus Ishima 

Giulia I Ishima 

High Current Ishima 

High Sun Ishima 

Lentikia Ishima 

M/S Hamburg Ishima 

Maersk Mizushima Ishima 

Nord Sakura Ishima 

Serena R  Ishima 

Talia Ishima 

Signora del Vento Sirius 

VESSEL DOC Holder Owner 

Glenda Megan Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melanie Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melissa Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melody Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meredith Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meryl Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

DACC  Adriatico Ishima DACC Mgt d.a.c 

DACC Atlantico  Ishima DACC Mgt d.a.c 

DACC Egeo  Ishima DACC Mgt d.a.c 

DACC Tirreno Ishima DACC Mgt d.a.c 

High Efficiency Ishima DM 

High Strength Ishima DM 

Total OWNED: 50 

Total THIRD PARTY: 13 

Total JOINT VENTURE: 12 

BAREBOAT 2 

Fleet List: OWNED VESSEL: THIRD PARTY MANAGED VESSEL: 

JOINT VENTURE: 

High Fidelity d’Amico Rome GRANSHIP CO S.A  

High Discovery d’Amico Rome STK LINE S.A. 

BAREBOAT: 



……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 



 

 

Corso d'Italia 35/b 

00198 Rome Italy 

Tel.: +39 06 845611 

 

DPA e-mail address: taiano.s@damicoship.com 

d'Amico Società di Navigazione S.p.A 

6 Battery Road #34– 01 

049909 Singapore  

Tel.: +39 6586 0880 

 

DPA e-mail address: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

Ishima Pte Ltd  

Editor’s Contact: lighthouse@damicoship.com          Phone: +39 06 8456 1480 

ALL RIGHT RESERVED 

ONE FAMILY, ONE COMPANY, ONE GROUP, 

ONE TEAM. 

Thanks to the collaboration by: 



VERY IMPORTANT: 

REMEMBER  

REPORT ANY NON COMPLIANCE TO YOUR DPA OR  

ANONYMOUSLY TO:  

 

HOTLINE: +39 068411567 

 

Online:       http://noncompliance.damicofleet.com/1957  

           (For d’Amico Società di Navigazione Vessel) 

               http://noncompliance.ishimafleet.com/1957 

 (For Ishima Ship Management Vessel) 

 

By Email to:        noncompliance@damicoship.com 

        noncompliance@ishimaship.com 

 

WHENEVER YOU ARE IN DOUBT CALL YOUR DPA FOR ASSISTANCE: 

 

Capt. Taiano:  taiano.s@damicoship.com 

                             +39 3357700256 

Capt. Leboffe: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

                              + 65 96796281 

 

 


